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Perspective

Toward solar-driven carbon recycling

Huiwen Lin,1,2,4 Shunqin Luo,2,3,4 Huabin Zhang,1,* and Jinhua Ye2,3,*

SUMMARY

Carbon recycling will become a dominant trend toward alleviating
extreme climate change and coping with the increasing energy de-
mand in the coming years. Solar-driven strategies have the potential
to convert CO2 and solar energy to fuels and chemicals. In this for-
ward-looking perspective, a framework is outlined to achieve a
‘‘net-zero emission’’ blueprint by sorting out the raw sources, poten-
tial products, feasible pathways, and practical implementation
through photocatalysis, photothermal catalysis, and photoelectro-
chemical catalysis techniques. We comprehensively inspect and
compare the state-of-art works in this framework, including solar-
driven C1 fuel production from CO2, as well as direct and stepwise
C2+ fuel production involving solar-drivenC1 conversion. This analysis
aspires to provide the most feasible pathway forward and finds that
converting CO2 with renewable H2 into C1 can currently obtain the
best solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency and that stepwise C2+ fuel
production can target products with high selectivity. Future visions
on scientific, technological, and economic issues are put forward to
determine what should be the focus in the following decades.

WHY WE NEED CARBON RECYCLING

Growing demand in energy markets is speeding up global energy consumption. In

2021, the global energy consumption is estimated to exceed 600 EJ (1018J), of which

more than 80% of the energy supplies come from fossil fuels.1,2 Nowadays, we rely

overly on fossil fuels as energy carriers and face the consequences of excessive car-

bon dioxide (CO2) emission from their combustion: climate change, environmental

damage, and energy security.3 The CO2 emission rate in 2020 has reached 34 giga-

tons (Figure 1A), along with its concentration increasing from the preindustrial 280 to

416 ppm.1 It has changed the carbon-cycle balance in nature and led to a severe

greenhouse effect, significantly increasing the global temperature; consequently,

the year 2020 became the second-warmest on record.4

Carbon recycling uses CO2 as a carbon source, capturing CO2 and recycling it into

carbon fuels. It will become a dominant trend in the coming years to alleviate

extreme climate change and cope with increasing energy demand.5 Three scenarios

(business-as-usual, rapid-transition, and net-zero) for future CO2 emissions are pro-

posed to illustrate the possible outcomes over the next 30 years (Figure 1A).1 In the

business-as-usual scenario, the global policies, technologies, and energy-use pref-

erences continue the same manner as usual over the recent past. As a result, little

headway is made until 2050 since CO2 emissions would be reduced by less than

10% compared with current levels.6 The rapid-transition scenario assumes a series

of policy measures of raising the price of carbon, shifting societal preferences on en-

ergy utilization, and promoting scientific initiatives to explore efficient CO2 recycling

techniques, expecting a 70% decrease in CO2 emissions by 2050. When the policy

Context & scale

The world is currently facing

severe environmental issues in the

global temperature increase

caused by excessive CO2

emissions, so it is urgent to

explore innovative strategies to

achieve carbon recycling. Besides

physical carbon capture and

storage, utilizing CO2 to produce

chemical fuels is more practical.

Converting CO2 into fuels is very

energy intensive and requires a

sustainable method with a

continuous energy supply. Solar-

driven catalysis stands out as a

green method by using abundant

solar energy as an energy supply.

It can convert CO2 into

indispensable monocarbon C1

and multicarbon C2+ products

through various potential routes

with available techniques.

This perspective focuses on the

recent advances and challenges in

the solar-driven C1 and C2+

production from CO2. We first

propose an available framework by

illustrating C1 production and both

the direct and stepwise production

of C2+ fromCO2 via photocatalytic,

photoelectrochemical, and

photothermal techniques. The

state-of-the-art works are then

examined to identify the most

practicable approach. Here, the

underlying reaction routes and the

strategies for designing effective

photocatalysts are highlighted. We

then present the challenges and

perspectives on the emerging

strategies from the scientific,

technical, and economic aspects.
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measures in the rapid-transition scenario are more reinforced, a net-zero scenario is

expected with CO2 emission falling by over 95%, and limiting global temperature

rise by 1.5�C compared with preindustrial levels. Remarkably, the preferences on

exploring renewable solar energy will become a dominant trend (Figure 1B).7 About

10% of solar energy on 0.3% of the earth surface would fulfill the energy demand in

2050.8 The goal of net-zero CO2 emissions requires continuing technological inno-

vation across diverse portfolios to capture and recycle CO2,
9 which promotes the

research and development of CO2 utilization and global cooperation among indus-

tries, governments, and academia to stimulate disruptive innovation.

Solar-driven carbon recycling directly utilizes renewable solar light to convert CO2

into valuable fuels and feedstocks. Over the past decade, it has been shown to be

an elegant, promising solution and aroused increasing scientific research interest

(Figure 2), achieving big progress in CO2 conversion efficiency.10,11 In this perspec-

tive, we discuss the elements and pathways for monocarbon (C1) and multicarbon

(C2+) production from solar-driven CO2 recycling in available frameworks. We then

consider the leading techniques and state-of-the-art solar-driven work in carbon re-

cycling to find themost practicable approach. Finally, we present the challenges and

perspectives on the emerging strategies to achieve carbon recycling from the scien-

tific, technical, and economic aspects.

FRAMEWORK OF SOLAR-DRIVEN CARBON RECYCLING

Determining an active and scalable framework is a prerequisite for triggering reso-

lute engineering and optimization work to achieve the solar-driven carbon-recycling

goal. Several critical aspects need to be sorted from the scientific and industrial sig-

nificance, including the raw sources, the potential products through feasible path-

ways, and the solar-driven techniques.

Raw sources for solar-driven carbon recycling

The natural photosynthesis of microorganisms and plants is the original carbon-cycle

process that captures CO2 from the atmosphere to form biomass.12 In natural

Figure 1. Global CO2 emissions and renewable solar-energy demand

(A) Historical and future expected global CO2 emissions under business-as-usual, rapid-transition, and net-zero scenarios, along with the historical

changes in global temperature.

(B) Solar-energy demand in business-as-usual, rapid-transition, and net-zero scenarios.
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photosynthesis, solar energy is used to split H2O into O2 and the reducing equiva-

lents, such as reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate, which acts

as an electron-, proton-, and energy-transfer medium for CO2 conversion into solar

fuel.13 Artificial photosynthesis over a semiconducting photocatalyst mimics this

process to follow the biological blueprint, using H2O as a reducing agent to convert

CO2 into fuel, accompanied with O2 evolution and solar storage (DG > 0).14 The

endergonic process requires thermodynamic fulfillment on the band structure of

the photocatalyst and the facile activation of C=O bonds in CO2 and O–H in H2O.

Rational design on the photocatalysts through structure modification, heteroge-

neous fabrication, and reactive sites engineering have been proved able to get

over these essential issues,14,15 enhancing the activity of artificial photosynthesis

continuously as well as the quantum yield. Although the performance lags behind

practical applications, the quick developments in past years bring us many guiding

concepts in real applications.

H2 acts more efficiently than H2O for CO2 hydrogenation, with three orders of

magnitude higher activity, and has been utilized for CO2 conversion in practice.16

The CO2 hydrogenation by H2 is regarded as a ‘‘molecular pathway’’ for artificial

photosynthesis,13 which can be conceptually simplified into two separate steps (Fig-

ure 3): (1) splitting H2O to produce H2 along with O2 and (2) CO2 hydrogenation by

H2. The water-splitting step is an energy-intensive uphill reaction,17 while most CO2

hydrogenations by H2 are thermodynamically downhill and proceed spontaneously

under favorable solar conditions.18 Thus, CO2 hydrogenation by H2 compensates

energy to the water-splitting step, equivalent to the artificial photosynthesis using

CO2 and H2O. Notably, H2 can be produced through water electrolysis by solar elec-

tricity, benefiting from the technological innovation on photovoltaic (PV) cells.19 The

state-of-the-art solar-to-hydrogen efficiency has reached 20%, assuming

Figure 2. Research interest and progress of solar-driven CO2 conversion efficiency

Number of publications along with the progress in solar-driven CO2 conversion efficiency by year

(inserted figure). Data for number of publications were collected from Web of Science Core

Collection on 17 November 2021. For the number of publications regarding C1 products, the data

were searched by the titles of (CO2 or carbon dioxide) and (photo* or solar* or light*) and (reduct*

or conver* or activat* or fixat*) and by abstracts of (CO or carbon monoxide or CH3OH or methanol

or CH4 or methane or HCOOH or formic acid or HCHO or formaldehyde). For the number of

publications regarding C2+ products, the search by abstracts was changed to (C2H6 or ethane or

CH3CH2OH or C2H6O or ethanol or C2H4 or ethane or multicarbon or C2 or C2+). Data for solar-

driven CO2 conversion efficiency were taken from Tables S1–S3.
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approximately 25% solar-to-power efficiency for solar cells and 80% power-to-

hydrogen conversion efficiency for water electrolysis,20,21 which suggests that at

least 20% of solar energy can be converted in the following CO2 hydrogenation.

Furthermore, using H2 from non-fossil-based water electrolysis meets the vision of

the carbon cycle and is considered a viable large-scale process under continuous

flow conditions. Therefore, the raw sources in solar-driven CO2 conversion can

extend to H2O and the renewable H2.

Solar fuel products: Industrial roles and feasible production pathways

Carbon fuels such as jet fuel remain indispensable in long-distance commercial

transportation, even though carbon-neutral transportation is feasible through elec-

tric cars nowadays. In addition, solar electricity is intermittent and needs to be stored

as chemical energy when in surplus, ideally producing H2 from H2O electrolysis by

solar electricity for CO2 hydrogenation as mentioned. Solar-driven CO2 conversion

with H2O or H2 produces various monocarbon C1 and multicarbon C2+ chemicals

and raises questions about what products to produce to benefit fossil-fuel-based so-

cieties and how to produce them through feasible pathways.

Monocarbon C1 chemicals show their industrial roles, among which gaseous CO/

CH4 and liquid HCOOH/CH3OH stand out as the main products. Gaseous CO

with H2 as the syngas are the raw chemicals in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis for en-

ergy-dense hydrocarbon production,22 while CH4 is an energy-dense combustion

fuel as the main component of natural gas,23 the production of which reached

over 4,000 billion cubic meters in 2020.1 The liquid C1 products CH3OH and

HCOOH can be used directly in fuel cells.24 Global CH3OH consumption in 2020

reached 150 million metric tons, which tripled over the past five years and opened

up its more industrial significance. CH3OH is mainly produced from syngas derived

from the dry reforming of CH4,
25 while such production is notably unfavorable since

the overuse of CH4 will further aggravate the greenhouse effect. Instead, its produc-

tion from solar-driven CO2 recycling with H2O or H2 is a sustainable route. Many

achievements in solar-driven C1 production from CO2 have been obtained

over rational photocatalyst, photoreactor, and process engineering, as listed in

Figure 3. Schematic of the thermodynamic states of artificial photosynthesis

Energy levels of reactants and products for the artificial photosynthesis and for the water splitting/

CO2 hydrogenation assuming the photosynthesis can be separated into these two steps.
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Tables S1–S4.26,27 Emerging strategies attract more potential for photocatalyst

design through single-atom doping, vacancy engineering, and semiconductor bio-

hybrid integration.14,28,29

Compared with C1 products, the interest in multicarbon C2+ chemicals (hydrocar-

bons, multicarbon oxygenate, gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel) arises because most of

them have higher energy densities and more critical roles in the present-day trans-

portation industry and chemical infrastructure, as well as the indicative market prices

(Table 1).16,30 Products like diesel and jet fuel are currently indispensable in transpor-

tation. Similarly, solar-driven C2+ productions have received widespread attention

and can be achieved through direct and stepwise CO2 conversion (Figure 4). First,

in the direct pathway, CO2 is converted directly into C2+ by H2O or H2.
16 In principle,

the critical determinants are the CO2/H2O/H2 activation and the following C–C/C–O

coupling. A prominent driving force is necessary to activate CO2 while the process

results in the formation of various intermediates. Besides, the following C–C or C–

O coupling is hardly achieved, resulting in C2+ product formation and selectivity chal-

lenge.31,32 For instance, CH3CH3 is formed through the intermediate $CH3 coupling

while other intermediates, like $COOH and $HCO, can also be formed fromCO2 acti-

vation.33 Second, the stepwise pathway fromCO2 conversion to C2+ generates more

target products with high efficiency, that is, solar-driven conversion of CO2 yields C1

intermediate products, and the generated C1 is then converted to C2+ products.

Conventional catalytic conversion of C1 to C2+ has witnessed success,34,35 while

the solar-driven approach also proves the potential in converting CO with H2 to

C2+ olefins/paraffin,
36 CH3OH to olefins,37 and CH4 to ethane or ethanol.38 The step-

wise solar-driven CO2 conversion will effectively avoid diverse intermediate forma-

tion compared with direct CO2 hydrogenation by H2 or H2O into C2+. For instance,

CH3CH3 is formed through the only $CH3 coupling after CH4 is dehydrogenated.
39

Given the industrial significance of the C1/C2+ products and the potential pathways

to production, researchers are committed to developing excellent photocatalysts

and realizing practical industrial implementation, namely, making the framework

of solar-driven C1 and C2+ productions into a reality. This framework involves a series

of reactions (Table 2), among which the reactions of CO2 with H2O are uphill while

most CO2 hydrogenation reactions by H2 are downhill, as well as some C2+ forma-

tion reactions like CO hydrogenation. Notably, the solar energy will be converted

into fuel energy for the uphill reactions but will accelerate the downhill reactions.13,40

Regardless of the thermic change, some reactions can only be adapted to specific

solar-driven techniques. Photocatalysis (PC), photothermal catalysis (PTC), and

PEC techniques are widely applied.

Table 1. Industrial values and market prices of several carbon fuel products

Products Industrial values Market prices ($/kg)

C1 carbon monoxide Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 0.06

methane combustion fuel, dry reforming to syngas 0.18

methanol gasoline additive, direct methanol fuel cell 0.58

formic acid direct formic-acid fuel cell 0.74

C2+ ethylene polyethylene and ethylene glycol production 1.3

ethane ethylene production 0.26

propane domestic combustion fuel 0.9

ethanol chemical solvent and fuel, medical use 1.0

ethylene glycol poly(ethylene terephthalate) production 0.75

diesel aviation fuel 1.42

gasoline fuel for internal-combustion engines 1.32
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Solar-driven techniques and practical implementation

There are common fundamental processes among the PC, PTC, and PEC tech-

niques.15,41,42 In principle, the electrons are energized upon photoexcitation, leav-

ing energetic holes. The electron-hole pairs then transfer to the photocatalyst sur-

face to induce the chemical redox reactions, realizing solar-energy conversion to

chemical energy. The electron-hole pairs have recombination if the chemical reac-

tion kinetics are more sluggish than the lifetime of the electron-hole pairs. It is an un-

desirable process in PC since it slows down the solar conversion process.15 In PEC,

the electron-hole pairs can efficiently separate and migrate to the electrode inter-

face with the aid of external bias potential, promoting solar conversion.42 However,

such recombination is critical for PTC, in which the solar energy can dissipate into

heat energy through localized surface-plasmon decay or carrier recombination,

providing equivalently thermal conditions. Furthermore, the hot carriers are ener-

getic to drive some thermodynamically unfavorable reactions.41

The difference in how the desirable reactions are driven determines the behaviors of

solar-light absorption and molecular activation. Wide-bandgap semiconductors

absorbing UV light are generally used in PC to fulfill the minimum thermodynamic

energies to drive molecular activations and chemical reactions. Fortunately, through

surface engineering of molecular activation, the photocatalyst can extend to visible-

light-absorbing semiconductors, which is becoming a mainstream study.43 In

contrast, PEC has more compatibility to use narrow-bandgap semiconductors and

provide a sufficient driving force to activate inert molecules like CO2 and CH4.

Thus, it has been broadly applied in photocathodic CO2 reduction and photoanodic

CH4 oxidation coupling.44,45 PTC makes more use of the solar light extending to the

near-infrared and provides a favorable thermal environment and energetic electrons

to activate inert molecules, allowing it to adapt to the reactions, like CO2 and CO

hydrogenation and CH4 coupling, which require harsh conditions in thermal catal-

ysis.42,46 Besides, the photocatalysts in PTC can extend to plasmonic metals, sur-

passing the conventional semiconductors.46 The photocatalysts of full solar-spec-

trum responses will attract widespread attention going forward. With multiple

roles, PTC has emerged as an increasingly attractive method for solar-driven

reactions.

Figure 4. A framework of solar-driven carbon recycling

A proposed framework including the raw sources, potential products and their roles in the present

fuel industry, and feasible pathways to produce the target products.
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The principles of the techniques determine their distinct working environments and

the reactor types in solid-liquid or solid-gaseous systems. At laboratory scale, the

simplest reactor with Pyrex cells containing homogeneously suspended photocata-

lysts is the essential apparatus (Figure 5A), in which both oxidation and reduction

products are collected. Regardless of the reactions, a prototype for industrial PC im-

plementation was designed and put into reality (Figure 5B). Different from the lab-

oratory suspended type, a panel with immobilized photocatalysts was applied for

easier handling.47 Although it is for PC water splitting, it will also be adaptable for

PC CO2 conversion in principle once the high CO2 conversion efficiency is obtained.

Such practical success indicates a milestone for real PC applications. Compared with

PC, PEC collects the redox products separately in the tandem compartments. The

tandem reactor benefits PEC to combine carbon-recycling reactions of photocatho-

dic CO2 reduction with the photoanodic O2 evolution
48 or photoanodic CH4 oxida-

tion coupling with photocathodic H2 evolution (Figures 5C–5E).49 Alternatively, the

attractive PTC uses the batch or flow reactor in a solid-gaseous system. Collecting

the products and reusing the photocatalysts is more convenient (Figure 5F).

Recently, researchers demonstrated a practical PTC operation using a concentrated

sunlight collector and reactor for solar fuel production, directly from H2O and CO2

captured from ambient air (Figure 5G).50 These practical examples spurred aca-

demic interest for industrial implementation to realize artificial photosynthesis,

CO2 hydrogenation, CH3OH reforming, and CH4 coupling oxidation relevant to so-

lar-driven carbon recycling.

This primary overview outlines the available resources, the indispensable roles and

the feasible production pathways of C1/C2+ products, and their practical technical

implementation, showing the great potential of solar-driven carbon recycling in

the near future (Figure 4). The priority will be to develop more superior photocata-

lysts, and the emerging work on photocatalyst design motivates us to inspect the

state-of-the-art achievements over the solar-driven carbon-recycling reactions.

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART SOLAR-DRIVEN CARBON RECYCLING

C1 fuel production from CO2

Solar-driven C1 production from CO2 with H2 or H2O

Solar-driven CO2 conversion to form C1 products consists of PTC-based CO2 hydro-

genation by H2 and PC/PEC-based CO2 reduction with H2O.14,46,51 There are com-

monalities in the fundamental scenarios in PTC/PC/PEC-based CO2 conversion to C1

products.52 Specifically, CO2 is adsorbed and activated under light illumination and

then accepts H atoms to form the intermediates formate ($HCOO), carboxyl

($HOCO), etc. The different intermediates result in the competitive formation of

Table 2. Related reactions for C1 products from CO2 and several typical reactions for direct and stepwise productions of C2+, along with their

standard molar enthalpy

Reactions for CO2 conversion
with H2O or H2 to C1 products

DH0

(kJ/Mol)
Several typical reactions for
C1 conversion to C2+ chemicals

DH0

(kJ/Mol)

CO2(g) / CO(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 283.2 CO2 + H2O / CnH2n+2 + CnH2n +
CnH2n+1OH + O2 (n R 1)

>0

CO2(g) + H2O (l)/ HCOOH(l) + 1/2O2(g) 270.3 CO2 + H2 / CnH2n+2 +
CnH2n + CnH2n+1OH + H2O (n R 1)

<0

CO2(g) + 2H2O(l) / CH3OH(l) +
3/2O2(g)

726.8 CO + H2 / CnH2n+2 + CnH2n +
CnH2n+1OH + H2O + CO2 (n R 1)

<0

CO2(g) + 2H2O(l) / CH4(g) + 2O2(g) 890.3 2CH3OH(l) / HOCH2CH2OH(l) + H2(g) 21.6

CO2(g) + H2(g) / CO(g) + H2O(g) 41.2 2CH3OH(l) / CH3CH2OH(l) + H2O(l) �85.0

CO2(g) + 3H2(g) / CH3OH(g) + H2O(g) �49.2 2CH4(g) / C2H6(g) + H2(g) 65.7

CO2(g) + 4H2(g) / CH4(g) + 2H2O(g) �165.0 N/A N/A
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products. Here, CO is produced from the desorption of the $CO intermediate. Regu-

lating the CO-binding energy to the catalysts would change the products: higher

CO-binding energy results in further hydrogenation to the $CH3O intermediate, pro-

ducing CH3OH or to the $CH3 intermediate, producing CH4. Overall, the activation

of the molecules and the modulation of the intermediate adsorption behaviors are

effective strategies for further optimizing the C1 production activity and selectivity.

Thus, through promoting the activation kinetics of CO2 and H2 by energetic hot car-

riers, PTC-based CO2 hydrogenation fulfills the outstanding performance under

milder conditions. Traditional photocatalysts are concentrated on oxides supporting

transition metal-based catalysts (Tables S1–S3).53–56 As noted, the difference in

Figure 5. Schematic of the reactors and practical implementation

(A and B) Schematic of the reactor (A) and a practical application of PC technique (B).

(B) is reprinted from Domen et al.47 with permission. Copyright 2018, Elsevier.

(C–E) Schematic for three typical reactor setups in PEC technique.

(F and G) Schematic of the reactor (F) and a practical application of PTC technique (G). (G) is reprinted from Steinfeld et al.50 with permission. Copyright

2021, Springer Nature.
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activity and selectivity are highly relevant to the binding energy of intermediates.

These facts suggest that the catalysts can be further upgraded by modulating the

active sites and surrounding coordination environments, including the introduction

of isolated reactive centers with a particular configuration and oxygen vacancy for

creating additional active sites. For instance, compared with Ni nanoparticles, con-

structing isolated single Ni atoms over the Y2O3 nanosheets promotes the CO2

methanation efficiency close to 90% and selectivity near 100% with selective light-

absorber assistance (Figure 6A).57 Oxygen vacancies and surface hydroxyl groups

in an In2O3-based photocatalyst have been revealed to enhance the CO2 adsorp-

tion, combining with the hot carriers over the plasmonic metal to activate the CO2

adsorbate to promote the reaction (Figure 6B).58 On the other hand, the binding en-

ergy can also be modulated through size or morphology modification. Tuning Pd-

nanocrystal size can shift the selectivity of CO2 hydrogenation to CO versus CH4.

The Pd-nanocrystal size determines its positive surface charges after its electron

donation to the Nb2O5 support,54 changing the activation barrier and adsorption

strength of CO to produce CH4 (Figure 6C). In addition, both the activation of

CO2 and the modulation of intermediates can proceed simultaneously over

Figure 6. Representative works in solar-driven C1 production

(A–C) Photothermal catalytic CO and CH4 production from CO2 with H2 mixture; (A) is reprinted

from Ye et al.57 with permission. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature; (B) is reprinted from Ouyang

et al.,58 with permission. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim; and (C) is reprinted

from Ozin et al.,54 with permission. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim.

(D) Photocatalytic CO2 reduction in H2O for CO production. Reprinted from Xie et al.60 with

permission. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim.

(E) Photoelectrochemical CO2 reduction in H2O for C1 production. Reprinted from Reisner et al.,61

with permission. Copyright 2019, Springer Nature.
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plasmonic nanometals. The plasmonic Al@Cu2O catalysts had enhanced reaction

rates and selectivity for CO production. Hot carriers from Al were transferred to

Cu2O and injected into the unoccupied orbits of CO2 for its activation, and the active

Cu2O surface sites modulated the intermediates to enhance selectivity.59

Molecular activation and intermediate modulation are also the central issues in the

PC-based C1 production fromCO2 and H2O.62 In the catalytic process, the activation

and reduction of CO2 by photogenerated electrons over the conduction band and

the oxidation of H2O for consuming the photogenerated hole over the valence

band should be realized simultaneously. Therefore, it limits the use of wide-bandgap

semiconductors to fulfill the demand on the redox potentials for CO2 reduction and

H2O oxidation, but they have inefficient light absorption in the visible light region,

dramatically limiting the solar-to-fuel efficiencies.43 Fortunately, surface-

engineering strategies introducing surface defects would break such limitations by

promoting CO2 and H2O activation. Thus, the photocatalyst can extend to nar-

row-bandgap semiconductors such as BiOBr (Figure 6D), ZnIn2S4, and CuIn5S8 by

introducing oxygen vacancies or single atoms.60,62 Such strategies for constructing

active surface sites can also benefit from understanding the fundamental scenarios

of CO2 reduction that have similar behaviors in PTC-based CO2 hydrogenation.

With the development of advanced co-catalysts, the state-of-the-art PC C1 produc-

tion presents an activity increase by multiple orders of magnitude (Table S4).

Several vital advances have beenmade in PEC-based CO2 reduction,
51 although the

studies are limited due to the complexity of photoelectrode fabrication.Many p-type

photocathodes like Si, Cu2O, and InP can be used, whilemost of them show inert CO2

activation and need a high overpotential. Further research confirms that the introduc-

tion of co-catalysts can effectively reduce overpotential. For instance, an amorphous

Si photocathode used an Au co-catalyst to achieve a low PEC onset potential.63 Be-

sides the role in the CO2 activation, the co-catalysts are expected tomodulate the in-

termediates and thus affect the product selectivity. Several co-catalysts have been

well investigated, including noble-metal-based and non-noble-metal-based mate-

rials. Recently, molecular catalysts anchored to photocathodes were found to show

even higher selectivity (Figure 6E).61 The new family of molecular co-catalysts,

including biological co-catalysts, is under urgent pursuit and has yielded encour-

aging achievements so far.28,64

Converting CO2 with the best solar-to-fuel efficiency

So far, the solar-to-fuel efficiencies for PC CO2 reduction have reached around 1% in

some cases.14 Intensive efforts in photocatalyst engineering to achieve CO2 reduc-

tion and H2O oxidation have resulted in a continuous upgrade in solar-to-fuel effi-

ciency. Using narrow-bandgap semiconductors with efficient light absorption and

strategies for charge-carrier separation will further enhance the solar-to-fuel effi-

ciency. As noted, PEC CO2 reduction can promote charge-carrier separation and

allow the use of narrow-bandgap photocathodes to extend light absorption, thus

increasing the solar-to-fuel efficiency to 1%–5%.65 However, both PC and PEC CO2

reduction still fail to achieve satisfactory solar-to-fuel efficiency currently. Tremen-

dous efforts on photocatalyst design are needed for their final industrial feasibility.

PTC-based CO2 hydrogenation has high solar-energy-utilization efficiency. First, the

solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of solar H2 production has been more than 20% under

the most efficient photovoltaic with water electrolysis.20,21 Second, solar energy is

not converted into chemical energy in the subsequent PTC CO2 hydrogenation by

H2. This raises the question of how to estimate the solar-to-fuel in PTC CO2
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hydrogenation. Considering CO2 conversion to CH4 as an instance, solar light is

separated into two parts: one part is utilized to produce H2 with a solar-to-hydrogen

efficiency of 20%, and another part is used for the subsequent CO2 hydrogenation.

The solar-to-fuel efficiency should be 19.4% in an examined study,66 as estimated in

the Supplemental Information. In general, the solar-to-fuel conversion efficiency of

10% is suggested for practical industrial applications. The solar-to-fuel efficiency in

the examined work has exceeded the suggested value in artificial photosynthesis.67

However, if the reaction activity is less than 1.0 mmol g�1 h�1, it will be only 2.2%.

Thus, the reaction activity of CO2 hydrogenation plays a decisive role. It should be

more than 100 mmol g�1 h�1 to obtain at least 10% solar-to-fuel efficiency in PTC-

based C1 production. Compared with PC and PEC CO2 conversion to C1, the PTC

CO2 hydrogenation is considered as a more efficient alternative at present.

Direct and stepwise C2+ fuel production involving solar-driven C1 conversion

Direct C2+ production from solar-driven CO2 conversion

Solar-driven CO2 conversion to C2+ represents the most direct method from carbon

recycling to fuel feedstocks through PC or PEC CO2 reduction with H2O and PTC

CO2 hydrogenation with H2. Practically, the chemistry of CO2 with H2O or H2 can

form not only C1 but also C2+ products. However, the direct transformation of

CO2 into C2+ faces significant challenges.16 Besides the similar difficulty in CO2 acti-

vation for C1 production, C–C or C–O coupling has been regarded as another critical

rate-limiting step for the C2+ formation. The facts, in part, suggest that the participa-

tion of high partial pressure of the CO intermediate is necessary but absent in the

direct transformation process. Moreover, simultaneously prevailing CO2 activation

and controlling the intermediates’ coupling is complex, resulting in unsatisfactory

activity and selectivity in PC CO2 conversion to C2+. Recently, several works have

suggested that increasing the charge-carrier and proton accumulation over the pho-

tocatalyst surface would favor C2+ formation,16 which can be achieved by increasing

photon flux or efficient co-catalysts for charge reservoir and recombination minimi-

zation. The same strategy is adaptable to PEC C2+ production, although most cases

reported the C1 production but less on C2+ production.51

PTC-based CO2 hydrogenation with H2 to C2+ has shown its promising ability

recently. For example, by reducing the CoFe layered double-hydroxide nanosheets

via H2 at elevated temperature, an alumina-supported CoFe alloy was obtained as

an excellent PTC catalyst, which achieved a total CO2 conversion of 78.6% and

C2+ selectivity of 37% under 5.2 W cm�2 irradiation (Figure 7A).68 In another case,

simple hydrogenation or carbonization treatment over commercial Fe3O4 precur-

sors to produce Fe3C photocatalysts obtained superior CO2 conversion and tunable

C2+ selectivity (Figure 7B).69 The mechanistic study demonstrated that the

nonthermal effect of light could change the intermediate species and product for-

mation/desorption capabilities over various Fe-based catalysts. Similarly, using

Na-promoted Co@C nanocomposite, 7% ethanol and 36% C2+ hydrocarbons

were produced under 2.4 W cm�2 irradiation at 235�C with a CO2 conversion of

37%.70 Spectroscopy studies demonstrated that light-induced hot electrons pro-

moted CO2 to CO, and CO was then stabilized on the catalyst surface. In principle,

both the photothermal heating and the production rate of hot carriers positively

correlate with the incident photon flux intensity. In order to overcome the high en-

ergy barrier for reducing the CO2 through PTC, ultrahigh concentrated light irradi-

ation is generally demanded as the energy input to trigger the reactions, regardless

of whether the reaction is driven by hot carriers or by photothermal heating.
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Altogether, direct solar-driven C2+ production from CO2 is limited, as are most perfor-

mances under exploration. Therefore, we consider the stepwise C2+ production

involving the solar-driven conversion of other C1 derived initially from solar-driven

CO2 conversion. In the stepwise conversion, the other C1 must be easily obtained

from solar-driven CO2 conversion. Although the CO2 conversion products HCHO or

HCOOH are reported, the studies over their conversion to C2+ products are limited.

The CO, CH3OH, and CH4 are then emphasized as C1 resources since they are reported

as the main products in most studies and can be solar converted to C2+ products.

Solar-driven CO conversion to C2+

Heterogeneous CO hydrogenation from syngas to C2+ olefins or paraffin is a well-

known industrial process.34 Conventional CO hydrogenation requires harsh condi-

tions (high temperature: 230�C–450�C; high pressure: 2–5 MPa) and represents an

Anderson-Schulz-Flory product distribution, including C2–C4 lower olefins, C5–C11

gasoline, C8–C16 jet fuel, and C10–C20 diesel fuel.
73,74 Solar-driven CO hydrogena-

tion via PTC promotes considerable product selectivity under mild conditions.36 It

involves the adsorption and dissociation of CO and H2 to form monocarbon (CHx,

x: 0–3) and multicarbon (n R 2) CnHm intermediates that will further dehydrogenate

into olefins or hydrogenate into paraffins.33,40 The scenario of intermediate

Figure 7. Photothermal catalytic CO2 and CO hydrogenation for C2+ production

(A and B) Direct C2+ production via photothermal catalytic CO2 hydrogenation over the photocatalyst CoFe alloy (A) and Fe3C (B). (A) is reprinted from

Zhang et al.,68 with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim. (B) is reprinted from Ma et al.,69 with permission. Copyright 2020.

American Chemical Society.

(C and D) Photothermal catalytic CO hydrogenation for stepwise C2+ production over the photocatalyst FeZn alloy (C) and Fe5C2 (D). (C) is reprinted

from Zhang et al.,71 with permission. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim. (D) is reprinted from Ma et al.,72 with permission. Copyright

2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH, Weinheim.
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formation is favorable in conventional CO hydrogenation under harsh heat, while the

heat can be induced through the photothermal effect in PTC CO hydrogenation.41 In

addition, the photoexcited charge carriers modify the oxidation state and electronic

structure of the active surface sites, triggering the CO and H2 activation.

Plasmonic metal nanoparticles, such as Ru, Fe, Co, and Ni, are broadly used in PTC

CO hydrogenation. The state-of-the-art conversion efficiency can reach 90%, gener-

ally under 0.1–3MPa in the batch cell or 100mLmin�1 in the flow-type cell. Stable Ru-

based catalysts represent the highest activity toward long-chain hydrocarbons selec-

tively,75,76 while iron-group metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni present high activity and

selectivity in the production of lower olefins under milder conditions.71,77–81 Specif-

ically, a high yield of lower olefins was obtained over oxide-decorated Co- and Fe-

based catalysts (Figure 7C),71 and an unexpected production of C2–C7 hydrocarbons

with high selectivity were present in NiOx-decorated Ni catalysts, although it prefers

CH4 production due to weak C–C coupling in conventional CO hydrogenation.80 It

was speculated that the co-existence of the corresponding oxides over metal

changed the hydrogenation ability of the metal and accelerated the desorption of

olefins. Similarly, when decorated by surface oxygen formed in situ upon photoirra-

diation, a catalyst of Fe5C2 can promote olefin desorption and restrict the overhydro-

genation of the primary product, achieving excellent PTC activity and product selec-

tivity (Figure 7D).72 In addition to the plasmonic metals, metal-carbide-based

compounds have emerged as attractive PTC catalysts. Overall, these catalysts have

brought many remarkable results, which benefit from the light-induced energetic

charge carriers that are absent in conventional CO hydrogenation.

Future efforts can be devoted to PTC CO hydrogenation. First, it is necessary to under-

stand the catalytic mechanism in depth, especially to distinguish the contributions

from heat and light. The light wavelength and intensity should be considered since

they induce different temperatures and electronic states on the catalyst surface. It is crit-

ical toconfirmtheexact electronic statesof theoxidesovermetal ormetal compoundson

catalytic behavior. Second, othermaterials with excellent photothermal effects, like plas-

monicmetals Cu or Au and 2DMxenes, need to be explored.40 Third, PTCCOhydroge-

nationcanborrowcatalyst-designconcepts fromconventional catalysis like thesupporter

choice and the promoter (K, Na, and S) addition.82,83

Solar-driven CH3OH conversion to C2+

Solar-driven CH3OH conversion to C2+ involves photocatalytic oxidation of CH3OH

to produce C2+ products, including ethylene glycol, dimethoxymethane, ethanol

through C–C coupling, and methyl formate through C–O coupling.84–88 The selec-

tive formation depends on the primary intermediates from CH3OH activation after

capturing photogenerated holes. Three scenarios can be summarized: (1) the pref-

erential activation of C–H bonds in CH3OHwill form the $CH2OH intermediate to un-

dergo C–C coupling to form ethylene glycol (Figure 8A) or C–O coupling to form di-

methoxymethane85,86; (2) the more profound activation of C–H bonds in CH3OH will

form methyl carbine (:CH2) intermediate to undergo C–C coupling to ethanol (Fig-

ure 8B)87; (3) the preferential activation of O–H bond in CH3OH will form the me-

thoxy intermediate to then form methyl formate through C–O coupling.89 To target

the final products, the active sites over the photocatalysts determining the primary

intermediates should be modulated. The photocatalysts have been concentrated in

sulfide/oxide semiconductors while using the sulfides/phosphates as co-cata-

lysts.84–87 Most photocatalysts have impressive performances with reaction rates

above 100 mmol g�1 h�1 and selectivity up to 90%.84,85 These outstanding achieve-

ments provide an alternative production route for these significant C2+ feedstocks in
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lubricant, plasticizer, and surfactant application.90,91 Specifically, ethylene glycol is a

significant monomer of poly(ethylene terephthalate) plasticizer, while it is primarily

produced from the expensive ethylene hydration and cannot be obtained from

direct thermal CH3OH conversion.90 The PC CH3OH conversion to ethylene glycol

provides such a nonpetroleum route.

Currently, the photocatalytic CH3OH oxidation is usually a sacrificial reaction in the

photocatalytic H2 evolution. Our attention is thus always paid to the H2 generation,

while the CH3OH oxidation process and related products are ignored.94 With the

shift of our interest from H2 evolution to methanol conversion, previous works will

bring many guiding concepts on PC-based CH3OH conversion to C2+. Further prog-

ress depends on a more precise understanding of the relationship between the in-

termediate formation and the active sites in photocatalytic CH3OH oxidation.

Solar-driven CH4 coupling to C2+

Currently, CH4 is first transformed into syngas through the energy-intensive steam

reforming and then C2+ via the traditional Fischer-Tropsch process,23 but the direct

conversion of CH4 to C2+ represents a more straightforward approach. However, the

conventional process requires high temperatures (700�C–1,100�C) with severe coke

deposition.95 Solar-driven CH4 coupling to C2+ via PC and PEC provides efficient

ways under mild conditions, including PC-based nonoxidative and oxidative

coupling of methane and PEC methane oxidation.33,38,96

PC nonoxidative coupling of CH4 produces C2+ hydrocarbons such as C2H6 and

C2H4. The pioneering work applied SiO2 and Al2O3 as catalysts under deep UV light

irradiation,97–101 representing low conversion rates of less than 1.0 mmol g�1 h�1,

while the semiconducting photocatalysts ZnO, TiO2, and CeOx perform more

Figure 8. Representative works in solar-driven C2+ production

(A and B) Photocatalytic CH3OH conversion to ethylene glycol (A) and ethanol (B). (A) is reprinted from Wang et al.85 with permission. Copyright 2018,

Springer Nature. (B) is reprinted from Li et al.87 with permission. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

(C and D) Photocatalytic CH4 coupling for C2H6 production (C) and photoelectrochemical CH4 coupling for ethylene glycol production (D). (C) is

reprinted from Khodakov et al.,92 with permission. Copyright 2020, Springer Nature. (D) is reprinted from Xiong et al.,93 with permission. Copyright 2021

Wiley-VCH GmbH.
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efficiently.39,92,102 In either case, activation of CH4 is themost challenging since it is a

notoriously inert molecule with the highest C–H dissociation energy among all al-

kanes.23 So far, the state-of-the-art CH4 conversion to C2H6 applied a photocatalytic

looping strategy using a silver/phosphotungstic-acid titania nanocomposite (Fig-

ure 8C).92 The C2H6 was formed from methyl radical $CH3 coupling after CH4

captured photogenerated hole, and Ag+ was reduced to Ag by photogenerated

electrons. The Ag was then reoxidized to Ag+ under UV light irradiation for the

next CH4 coupling cycle. Such a concept gives insight into the significance of con-

trolling $CH3 formation through rational photocatalyst design.

PC oxidative coupling of methane produces C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates

C2H5OH in the presence of H2O or O2. Photoexcited holes oxidize H2O to the

$OH intermediate, activating CH4 to $CH3 coupling to C2H6.
103 When $CH3 couples

with H2O to form $CH3OH, which combines with $OH to form $CH2OH/$OCH3 inter-

mediates, the final product CH3CH2OH is generated.104 Therefore, the $OH and

$CH3 are two critical intermediates and need to be controlled. A Cu-modified poly-

meric carbon nitride was designed for significant C2H5OH production by promoting

$OH formation from H2O2 decomposition by Cu acceleration.104 The oxidized Cu+

or Cu2+ could be reduced by photogenerated electrons to Cu, which again acceler-

ated H2O2 decomposition to form $OH. Here, we should mention that some dy-

namic details are still unclear, showing us some barriers to fully understanding the

reaction mechanism of the $OH and $CH3 formation at the molecular level. Thus,

conducting an operando investigation to capture some fingerprint information is

necessary for the catalyst design and optimization. Recently, the report of an exqui-

site catalyst design work through the hybrid roles of Au-ZnO/TiO2 indicates a break-

through performance over C2H6 formation from CH4 by O2.
105 The hybrid photoca-

talyst integrates the functions of the enhanced photocatalytic activation by ZnO/

TiO2, the weak overoxidation ability of ZnO, and promoting CH3 desorption by

the Au co-catalyst, which is responsible for the high activity and selectivity.

PEC-based CH4 conversion into C2+ has been fully realized over WO3 photoanodes,

on which C2H6 or ethylene glycol can be produced with high activity (Figure 8D).45,93

Similar to the PC scenario, the CH4 oxidation to the $CH3 intermediate is the critical

first step for its coupling. However, the formation of the $CH3 intermediate is not

enough to proceed with the coupling to C2+, since PEC CH4 conversion involves

both C1 and C2+ chemistry. Therefore, more precise control over the active sites is

necessary, significantly modulating the adsorption behavior of the $CH3 intermedi-

ate, including the $OH intermediate when present.

PERSPECTIVES FOR THE NEXT FEW DECADES

This comprehensive overview embodies a great hope for implementing a framework of

solar-drivencarbonrecycling forC1andC2+ fuelproduction fromCO2withH2Oor renew-

able H2. The rising enthusiasm will further promote progress in developing advanced

photocatalysts and a rational combination of catalytic strategies with optimized reaction

paths. Moreover, the price decrease in solar electricity close to grid parity will open ave-

nues toward solar-drivencarbon recycling.However, despite the initial success obtained,

there is still a distance and many challenges toward the practical industrial goal. As we

have shown, the goal for photocatalyst performances in industrial applications demands

that the PTCCO2 conversion rate bemore than 100mmol g�1 h�1 as well as the PC/PEC

CO2 conversion rate to obtain at least 10% solar-to-fuel efficiency. We then present our

concernsandperspective for futurework fromthe scientific, technological, andeconomic

aspects over the following decades.
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(1) Fully understanding the dynamic reaction paths and the transformation of the

involved reactive sites are critical for rational photocatalyst design. However,

direct solar-driven CO2 conversion suffers from a significant bottleneck on

both activity and selectivity. This reality should be partially attributed to the

lack of understanding of the formation of intermediates and of the structure

transformation under practical conditions. Therefore, integrated operando

characterization technologies through X-ray absorption spectroscopy,

infrared spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy are urgently needed to

comprehensively understand the reactions and reveal the nature of reactive

centers. In addition, when combining more accessible and time-saving den-

sity-functional-theory calculation, more comprehensive clues for the genera-

tion of intermediates and the structural evolution will be obtained. The infor-

mation obtained is essential to reveal the underlying structure-performance

relationship.

(2) Precise synthesis of active catalytic sites with particular configuration is of

extraordinary significance for improving the catalytic selectivity. However,

at present, the direct solar-driven C2+ production from CO2 with H2O/H2 al-

ways affords relatively poor selectivity with broad-distributed products. The

underlying reason is that the inhomogeneously dispersed active sites always

initiate unexpected side reactions, resulting in undesired reactions and prod-

ucts. Besides, as an effective strategy for generating C2+ products, stepwise

reaction paths may impose more demands for the homogeneous distribution

of the reactive sites. Increasing enthusiasm on the surface engineering of

defect implanting or single-atom doping is highly recommended to construct

a photocatalyst with uniformly distributed reactive centers. Fortunately, be-

sides the great efforts in experimental attempts, machine learning has

emerged as a powerful tool for predicting the adsorption energies of interme-

diates on reactive sites. It will accelerate the discovery of photocatalysts with

precise designs of active catalytic sites to achieve desired performances.

(3) The upgrading of the traditional photocatalysts by combining them with

newly developed catalysis techniques is required to achieve further progress

in catalytic performance. For instance, a photocatalytic system that couples

biocatalysts and traditional semiconducting photocatalysts allows the PC or

PEC CO2 conversion with H2O to solar fuels.28 Mutual restraint over the ability

of light capture and driving CO2 reduction usually exists over semiconducting

photocatalysts, of which narrow-bandgap semiconductors have significant

light capture while not holding the upper hand over biology regarding CO2

reduction. Therefore, integrating the advantages of semiconductors and

biology can utilize the excellent product selectivity and low activation barriers

of biological enzymes while using significant and stable light capture of semi-

conductors. Such integration from traditional photocatalysts may bring addi-

tional promise to realize artificial photosynthesis.

(4) Surface plasmon-resonance-mediated catalysis over plasmonic nanometals

shows promising prospects for efficient solar-to-fuel energy conversion.

The absorption of light over plasmonic nanometals through surface-plasmon

resonance will generate a heterogeneous distribution of charges to activate

the adsorbed nonpolar molecules. When the CO2 activation barriers are

considered, plasmonic nanostructures have emerged as effective PTC photo-

catalysts, where the hot carriers over plasmonic excitation are energetic to

activate the CO2molecular and some related intermediates in the transforma-

tion fromC1 to C2. The activation effects are always more apparent under high

operating temperatures. Therefore, the development of plasmonic photoca-

talysts needs to be further emphasized.
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(5) The cost of renewable H2, the reactors, and the photocatalysts are predomi-

nant economic factors for implementation. The current cost of H2 production

using PV coupled to an electrolyzer is four times that of using steam reforming

of natural gas.106 In the water-electrolysis process, the electrolysis cost holds

up a significant barrier, since 60% to 70% of electrolytic H2 cost is electricity.

Thus, shifting societal preferences to produce electricity from renewable en-

ergy and raising the carbon price is more demanding, and efforts should focus

on technological innovation that enables an inexpensive supply of solar H2. In

addition, even though sunlight is free, the reactors or collectors to collect the

sunlight are not free. Their optical performance must meet the demand along

with a durable working lifespan. Therefore, researchers must greatly reduce

the collector price while maintaining the optical and durable performance.

It is worth noting that collectors are not always necessary once the photoca-

talysts can achieve industrially applicable performance under 1 sun.57 The

economic concern of reducing the fabrication cost will shift from sunlight col-

lectors to photocatalysts.

(6) The application of tandem technology can alleviate the concerns about the

technical feasibility of the stepwise conversion. Stepwise C2+ production is

known to be more targeted. This is regarded from two points: First, solar-

driven CO, CH3OH, and CH4 production have satisfactory solar-to-fuel con-

version efficiencies using PTC CO2 hydrogenation or PEC CO2 reduction

and second, solar-driven conversions of CO, CH3OH, and CH4 can easily

target the production of olefins, ethylene glycol, ethanol, and ethane, respec-

tively. State-of-the-art PTC CO hydrogenation can reach at least 90%CO con-

version efficiencies. Moreover, the reaction rate for converting CH3OH to

ethylene glycol or ethanol is in the order of mol g�1 h�1 so far. At least

now, it inspires us to target solar-driven C2+ production via the stepwise

pathway. Since solar light is needed on each catalytic process in the stepwise

pathway, it is possible to tandem them in sequential apparatus with varied re-

action types over the flow-type production strategies to produce solar fuels.

In addition, tandem technology integrates the unique advantages of different

Figure 9. A tandem flow-type prototype to produce olefins

A proposed tandem prototype combining various techniques to have a direct output of olefin fuel.

PEC H2 evolution combines with PTC CO2 hydrogenation to generate syngas, which can also be

produced from PEC CO2 reduction and then converted to olefins through PTC CO hydrogenation.
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techniques. As displayed in Figure 5, the reduction products CO and H2 can

be collected in PECCO2 reduction in a separate apparatus, and an industrially

applicable flow-type cell can be used in PTC CO hydrogenation by H2 to pro-

duce C2+ solar fuel. Figure 9 illustrates an example of the technological feasi-

bility for solar-driven olefin production. H2 is produced through PEC water

splitting, or water electrolysis powered by PV cells and then flows to the

following apparatus for PTC CO2 hydrogenation to CO. The generated CO

can be mixed with the above-generated hydrogen and then participate in

PTC-based Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. All the processes are driven via solar

light timely and on the spot, bringing a direct output of solar fuels in a tandem

line. Although it shows the complexity of separating the products in a batch-

type apparatus, solar-driven processes generally perform better under batch

conditions, which enhance the activity and product selectivity (Tables S1–S3).

Therefore, developing a tandem reaction apparatus with mixed flow-type and

batch-type reactors is also necessary.

Finally, we end with an optimistic note regarding the challenges and perspectives

ahead. In view of the urgent issue of carbon imbalance, we need a firmer conviction

to realize carbon recycling through sustainable solar-driven strategies. The develop-

ment of advanced photocatalysts and technology strategies will be the mainstream

task to achieve the ultimate goal. Although it is currently in the early stages of devel-

opment, it is believed to be practical with continuous efforts until 2050 onward under

the rapid-transition and net-zero scenarios.
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